
“I AM ALTERING

THE DEAL. PRAY I

DON'T ALTER IT

ANY FURTHER.”
Obama Administration:

UN Resolution That Would Divide Israel
And Jerusalem Is Back In Play

By Michael Snyder,

ENDOFTHEAMERICANDREAM.COM
(EDITOR'S NOTE: File Under “Kenite Occupied Israel”)  

                                     

 (EXCERPT)-According to the Wall Street Journal, the White House is considering 

drastic measures to reboot the Israeli-Palestinian peace process.  Among those 

measures is a UN Security Council resolution that would set the parameters for a two

state solution and that would recognize East Jerusalem as the official capital of a 

Palestinian state.  If Barack Obama makes this move, it will almost certainly be 

before the election in November.  I had previously reported that France was ready to 

introduce a similar UN Security Council resolution back in September, but at that 

time the French backed off because they did not have full support from the Obama 

administration.  But now that Obama is approaching the end of his term, he suddenly 

seems more willing to make a bold move.

Remember, this is not just some Internet rumor.  This comes directly from an article that was 

just published in the Wall Street Journal that claims to have top White House officials as the 

source of this information.  According to those anonymous officials, the Obama administration

is now ready to potentially move forward with the kind of UN Security Council resolution that

I mentioned above…

The strongest element on the list of options under consideration would be U.S. support for a 

Security Council resolution calling on both sides to compromise on key issues, something 

Israel had opposed and Washington has repeatedly vetoed in the past.

The article goes on to say that the parameters of an agreement for a two state solution

would be based on the 1949 armistice line but would allow for land swaps so that 

many Jewish settlements that have been built since 1967 would not be swallowed up 

by the new Palestinian state.

The Palestinians would be required to recognize Israel as a Jewish state, and East 

Jerusalem would receive full UN Security Council recognition as the capital of a new

Palestinian state.  This is something that Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 

has promised that he would never agree to.                                                                    

COUNTDOWN TO VICTORY:

SYRIAN ARMY CLOSING IN

ON ALEPPO-RAQQA BORDER 

Sputnik-03/12/2016

(EXCERPT) Syrian Army troops and allied 
popular units have significantly advanced 

against Daesh terrorists in the southeastern 
parts of Aleppo province and are now moving 

towards the Euphrates and its nearby regions in
Raqqa province, Iran’s Fars news agency 

reported.

"The Syrian army, Liwa al-Quds (Jerusalem 

Brigade), the National Defense Forces (NDF) 
and Kataebat al-Ba’ath (Al-Ba’ath Battalions 

have secured the southern bank of Al-
Hamourat Lake in southeastern Aleppo, while 

also making a substantial advance towards al-
Maskanah Plain," Fars News wrote citing 

military sources on the ground.

On Thursday, government forces seized the
main headquarters of the Daesh terrorist 
group in the northeastern neighborhoods of 
Khanasser town whose full control was 
recently won back by Syrian forces.

Earlier the Syrian army and volunteer forces
retook full control of five villages in close 
vicinity of the strategic town leaving dozens 
of militants dead and wounded and 
destroying many enemy vehicles and other 
military hardware.

--------------------------------------------------------

 I WILL BREAK ALSO THE BAR OF

DAMASCUS, AND CUT OFF THE

INHABITANT FROM THE PLAIN OF

AVEN, AND HIM THAT HOLDETH THE

SCEPTRE FROM THE HOUSE OF EDEN:

AND THE PEOPLE OF SYRIA SHALL

GO INTO CAPTIVITY UNTO KIR,

SAITH THE LORD.

THE BOOK OF AMOS

CHAPTER 1, VERSE 5 

 



Russia, China warn against US missile
system deployment in South Korea

PRESSTV, 03/12/16

Russia and China have warned against a possible deployment of an advanced US missile
system in the volatile Korean Peninsula allegedly to counter potential threats from

Pyongyang.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said during a Friday joint press conference with his visiting Chinese counterpart Wang
Yi that  North Korea’s missile  tests should not  become a pretext  for the US to deploy the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense
(THAAD) system in South Korea.

“We are going to expose the absolutely invalid nature of  such plans, which undermine global [military]  parity and
strategic stability,” Lavrov said.

“We believe it to be essential not to shelter behind the excuse that this [deployment] is taking place because of the North Korean
reckless ventures,” he noted, adding that such plans exceed “all imaginable” threats from Pyongyang.

The Chinese foreign minister, for his turn, emphasized that the two sides share a strongly negative attitude toward the planned
deployment.

“We stand firmly against the deployment of the THAAD missile defense system to South Korea under the pretext of the
nuclear issue on the Korean Peninsula,” Wang said. “We believe this to be directly damaging to Russian and Chinese
strategic security.”

He further noted that the deployment goes “beyond the defense requirements in the region, violate the strategic balance and would
lead to a new arms race.” 

South Korea and the US are discussing details of the possible deployment during talks in Seoul.

During the Friday news conference, Lavrov and Wang supported the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula and the
resumption of the Six-Party Talks on North Korea's nuclear program.

“We expect North Korea to make reasonable conclusions and … return, after all, to the negotiation table within the
framework of the joint declaration of the six-party participants made on September 19, 2005,” Lavrov said.

China and Russia “will continue to make efforts on realizing denuclearization in the peninsula and peace in the Northeast Asia
region," Wang echoed.

The Six-Party Talks, involving China, Japan, North Korea, Russia, South Korea, and the US, were held intermittently from 2003 to
2009, when Pyongyang walked away from the negotiations.

North Korea declared itself a nuclear power in 2005 and carried out four nuclear weapon tests in 2006, 2009, 2013 and 2016. It also
launched a rocket on February 7, which some countries believe was a disguised ballistic missile test.

In response, the UN Security Council passed its harshest sanctions against Pyongyang, drafted by the US, on March 2.

The adoption of the new embargo prompted North Korea’s leader to order the country’s nuclear arsenal to be prepared for use at
any time and the military to be in “pre-emptive attack” mode over growing threats from enemies.

The Korean Peninsula has been locked in a cycle of military rhetoric since the Korean War, which lasted from 1950 to 1953. No
peace deal has been signed since then, meaning that Pyongyang and Seoul remain technically at war.

“And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled:
for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet.” MATTHEW 24:6 

EDITOR'S NOTE: There will not be a one world government until Satan and his angels are cast from heaven unto

the earth. You will find the blueprint of the One World Political System in Daniel Chapter 7: The lion symbolic of the

Christian Nations (Jacob, the King of the South of Daniel 11), the bear symbolic of Communism (Esau, the King of

the North of Daniel 11), the leopard symbolic of the Kenites and their Four Hidden Dynasties of Education,

Economics, Politics and Religion, and last but not least, Daniel's Fourth Beast, which is exclusively supernatural and

is the one with the ten horns. The supernatural ingredient has to be here for the one world system to emerge at the

beginning of the 5 month long Hour of Temptation. This one world government will then receive a Deadly Wound

after which Satan will appear in Jerusalem as the Fake Christ. This happens at the 6th Seal, the 6th Trumpet and the

6th Vial in the middle of the 5 month long Hour of Temptation and it is then that the one world political system

becomes a one world religious system. Learn more at MARK13RECORDS.COM



Saudi Arabia concludes 20-nation
anti-terror military drill 

By Associated Press 03/10/16

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — Heads of state from across the Muslim world gathered in Saudi Arabia on Thursday for the conclusion of a
nearly three-week-long counter-terrorism military exercise that included 20 participating countries.

Saudi state television carried images of tanks firing missiles and helicopters circling overhead in what local media have called the 
largest exercise ever held in the Middle East in terms of the number of countries taking part.

The military drills, dubbed “Northern Thunder”, took place in an area near Saudi Arabia’s northeastern border with Iraq and 
Kuwait. The training focused on how to coordinate combat operations and guerrilla warfare tactics among the Muslim-majority 
countries that are members of a larger counter-terrorism alliance announced by the kingdom in December.

The exercise comes amid heightened tensions between Saudi Arabia and its regional rival Iran as they back opposite sides of the 
wars in Syria and Yemen. Also on Thursday, state media reported Saudi Arabia is building a new airbase to protect the kingdom’s 
airspace in Hafr al-Batin, where the military exercises took place.

Analysts on state-run Saudi TV said the military exercises are a show of force by the kingdom against its foes and send a strategic 
message to Iran and extremist Sunni groups like al-Qaida and the Islamic State group.

The drills included troops from Egypt, Pakistan, Turkey, Malaysia, Jordan, Sudan and the six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council. 
Other countries that contributed include Chad, Comoros, Djibouti, Maldives, Mauritania, Morocco, Senegal, and Tunisia.

At the final military show, Saudi Arabia’s King Salman was shown seated between Kuwait’s Emir Sheikh Sabah al-Ahmed al-Sabah 
and Egypt’s President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi.

Saudi Arabia’s official news agency reported Pakistan’s Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Sudan’s President Omar al-Bashir, as well 
as a number of other African leaders, and senior royals from neighboring Gulf countries such as the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, 
Bahrain and Oman were also in attendance Thursday.

Greece steps up efforts to move migrants to sheltered camps

Reuters-(EXCERPT): Greece increased efforts on Saturday to move thousands of migrants near the border 
with Macedonia to sheltered camps, as the spread of infection became a concern with two people in a 
sprawling tent city diagnosed with Hepatitis A.

Stranded in filthy conditions at a muddy tent city near the northern border town of Idomeni, at least 12,000 
people, among them thousands of children, were waiting to cross the frontier although Macedonia and other 
nations along the so-called Western Balkan route have closed their borders.

Scuffles broke out at the camp in recent days as destitute people scrambled for food and firewood, while 
many have been sleeping in the open, often in the rain amid low temperatures.

Greek authorities handed out leaflets in Idomeni on Saturday informing people that the main route to northern Europe was shut. The
pamphlets urged them to move to buildings and hospitality centers across Greece that have been set aside for the purpose, 
according to a government official from the country's refugee crisis management coordination body.

"Our aim is not only to relieve Idomeni from the people, our aim is that no Idomeni (camp) even exists anymore. There are 
structures, why should people stay in the mud?" he said.



"Never Seen Anything Like This Before" - Sweden

Stunned At "Unreal" Surge In Refugee Sex Attacks

Tyler Durden, Zero Hedge 03/12/2016 (EXCERPT) 

As a direct result of Europe's refugee crisis, new and very unpleasant social fractures have started to emerge.

One particularly troubling issue is the extent to which officials have tended to “blame the victim" in the ever more
frequent sex attacks resulting from Europe's refugee surge, something we first touched upon earlier this week. For
instance, Cologne mayor Henriette Reker drew sharp criticism for suggesting that it was German womens' duty to

prevent assaults by keeping would-be assailants “at arm’s length.”

Then there was the now infamous case of the 17-year-old Danish girl
who faced a fine from police after she allegedly used "illegal" pepper spray to deter an attacker.

In the most recent example of authorities suggesting that Europeans should adapt to threats rather than compelling
authorities to protect citizens, police in Sweden's Östersund advised women not to walk around by themselves at night,

during at press conference on Monday.

Police in the town of Östersund made the unusual move to ask women not to go out unaccompanied after dark, after
reports of eight brutal attacks, some by 'men of foreign appearance', in just over two weeks."

It is extremely unusual for Swedish authorities to make such warnings, and it has not been well received 
in Sweden, a country proud of its progress in gender equality and women's rights.

All incidents have taken place in Östersund since the 20th of February, and involved outdoor attacks 
where the perpetrators have been unknown to their female victims.  A police spokesperson added that in 
addition to the increased frequency, the attacks are also conspicuous as - despite being carried out late at 
night - none of the perpetrators were drunk.

The observation of "sober rapists" aside, the force's recommendation that women should avoid being alone at night 
swiftly prompted criticism in Sweden, a nation that prides itself on promoting gender equality.

According to the Local, "The solution can never be to not go out because of such a warning. We have very many 
women who work in home and social care at night for example. What are they supposed to do?" the city's mayor Ann-
Sofie Andersson told Swedish broadcaster SVT.

"It's wrong if it calls on women to adapt to the criminals. It risks leading people the wrong way, if the 
victims must adapt to the perpetrators," he said.

There is another word for it: appeasement, and history is rife with examples of how appeasement results in an ever 
greater threat by the appeased party, in this case refugees who flood European countries as a result of Angela 
Merkel's policies.

For those living in the town surrounded by mountains, 350 miles north-west of Stockholm, there is no doubt where
to find these criminals: among the migrant men who have arrived in droves in recent months, forcing them off the

streets of the town they call home. An asylum centre has opened 10km outside the town holding 900 refugees,
mostly from Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq.

Many within the community have blamed the migrants for the attacks. Police have not released any 
nationalities of suspects but have admitted victims described their attackers as men of 'foreign origin'.

Perhaps things will change for the better, in the meantime, as a result of flawed policies taken in a 
country far away, the reverberations of Merkel's agenda has converted Östersund into a ghost town.

http://www.zerohedge.com/users/tyler-durden
http://www.thelocal.se/20160308/backlash-begins-after-swedish-women-told-not-to-go-out-alone
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